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Abstract 

 

Digital systems which are more effective are necessary due to the enormous growth 

in the technology. So, we go for multipliers which are playing a key role in each and 

every digital domain device. Also, designing a multiplier with high speeds to perform 

ALU operations is an important aspect in digital signal processing. These operations 

are used for DFT, convolution etc. Hence, professionals in DSP domain are trying 

to develop innovative algorithms and hardware implementation. It is very essential 

to employ a multiplier which is more effective. They are many standard algorithms 

that are existing to reduce the area and time needed for execution. Vedic era 

described algorithms in vedic mathematics that supply an efficiency which are of 

high level. They provide 16 sutras for the operation of multiplication. Here, we 

discuss about urdhva tiryakbhyam algorithm for multiplication operation. 

Therefore, vedic algoritm provides better efficiency in comparison to that of 

conventional multipliers. 
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I. Introduction 

 

The need for high speed while processing is becoming more and more due to various innovative applications 

developed in a computer and to attain a preferred output in various real time applications, ALU operations 

providing higher throughput are crucial [1][2]. Rather than using more time in processing, we go for Urdhva 

Triyagbhyam algorithm for ALU operations for performing the operations with high speed. The overall speed of 

electronic components is incremented. Multipliers are the important aspects of DSP processors and multipliers 

speed will determine the DSP speed [3][4]. 

 

Multiplication operation is done by employing various algorithms. In the algorithm of array multiplication, in 

performing one micro-operation we can obtain two binary numbers by employing a combinational circuit that 

generates product bits which is very speed because of only one delay. Moreover, this algorithm requires more 

gates which is cost effective. Another important issue is to improve efficiency of multiplier that is by employing 

adders. There are two algorithms. One is carry save array and the other is Wallace tree algorithm. CSA offers 

processing bit by bit to generate a carry signal to an adder [5][6]. 

 

A multiplier basically consists of partial product generation circuit and an adder circuit. The production of partial 

product produces products with the use of two operands namely multiplier and a multiplicand by multiplying each 

digit in multiplier with multiplicand and addition of these products are performed employing adder circuit to 

produce the final product (result). While designing the multipliers, efficient adders should be chosen to decrease 

multipliers power, delay. Multipliers are the important components in any hardware block which is employed in 

various applications. Multipliers efficiency is determined by the aspects based on area, speed [7][8]. 
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II. Existing method 
 

The standard operations performed in multiplication are (I) partial products should be generated (II) segregation 

of these products. Multiplication speed is increased based on the accumulation speed. Booth algorithm is another 

method which employs approach of a state machine. It decrements the count of partial products that are produced. 

It also go wrong in decreasing the complexity of a circuit. It is outlined employing data path and controller method. 

Data path is the one which needs a counter, registers for shifting purpose, an accumulator. Data flow will be taken 

care by a controller.  The controller produces preferred signals for each cycle of a clock based on the present state 

output. Thereafter, product is generated at a specific count of clock cycles [9]. 

 

 Booth recording multiplier is the one which senses only 3 bits at an instance to decrease the count of 

partial products. They are: a pair of bits from the present state, last bit corresponds to higher level bit of the lower 

level pair. After assessing these bits, they are converted into a group of five bits adopted by the adder inside the 

array to hold operations conducted by cells of an adder. This method decreases the count of adders and delay to 

generate partial sums [10]. 

 

CSA algorithm is the one which has limitation that is the time taken for execution will turn on based on the count 

of multiplier bits. Also, there is chance of difficulty in attain more speed during the operation. While in Wallace 

tree algorithm, three bits are transferred to a full adder that is also known as three input Wallace tree circuit.  Then 

the output is moved to the later stages of full adder of the similar bit. Also, the output of carry signal is transferred 

to full adder of the similar count. In Wallace tree algorithm, outline of the circuit is difficult inspite of high speed 

operation. 

 

FPGA device used to implement the above algorithm employed is Spartan-3 developed by Xilinx recently. It is 

very cost effective , kit provided by Digilent. This FPGA is cost effective in comparison with all the available 

boards in the market that give away tools necessary for designing purpose and checking Spartan-3 designs.   

Finally, the recent algorithm employed for multiplication results in the utilization of more power and reduced 

efficiency. Here, we propose an innovative multiplier that solves the problems employing Urdhva Tiryagbhyam 

sutra in Vedic Mathematics. Multiplier designs are more speed in comparison with that of multipliers that are 

existing. 

 

III. Proposed Work 

 

Here, Vedic multiplier which is proposed is based on Urdhva-Triyag algorithm. They are conventionally 

employed for multiplication operation of two decimal numbers. A similar key point is employed to the binary 

system suitable to the hardware. It is suitable for any kind of multiplication. It is also known as Vertically and 

Crosswise. Belo we can observe 2x2 and 4x4 bit Vedic multipliers in  hardware architecture. We employ Urdhva-

Triyag algorithm for multiplication operation of two binary numbers. Also, Vedic multiplier is employed for 4 bit 

multiplication operation in the figure shown below. 

 

4*4 Vedic Multiplier Algorithm 

 

4- bit Multiplicand and Multiplier 

M← 0 

X(k): 9- bit vector initialized to 0 

for M = 0 to 4  

for N = 0 to i  

X(k) = S(k) + x(i) × y(a - b) 

End 

For J = k + 1 

end for 

for M = 4 to 1  
for N = 4 to J  

X(k) = XS(k) + a(i) × b(4 − (a − b)) 
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end  

for M = M + 1 

end for 

for a = 0 to (N − 1) do 

Z = N + X(i) 
end  

 

 

 
Fig 1 : 4*4 Vedic Multiplier 

 

Urdhva Tiryakbhayam algorithm for reversible 2x2 takes into consideration the Fan out. This algorithm employs 

Reversible gates that are totally five. They are: BME(two), Peres(one), BVF(one), CNOT gate(one). BME gate is 

the one employed for producing partial products. BVF eliminates the problem of fan out. Peres is nothing but a 

half adder. CNOT gate is necessary to perform EXOR operation. I0,I1 are the outputs in the intermediate stage 

that are required to eliminate fan out shown in below figure. 

 

 

 
 

Fig 2:Reversible 2*2 Vedic Multiplier 

 

4*4  vedic and reversible vedic multipliers are implemented in FPGA SPARTAN 3 kit. FPGA implementation 

involves VHDL/VERILOG coding followed by simulation to check the logical outputs. Then RTL synthesis is 
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done to convert the coding into diagram and finally through fusing kit the design is implemented in order to 

anlayse the parameters such as; power, area, delay, voltage swing, fan-in and fan-out. 

 

 

 
Fig 3: FPGA Implementation process 

 

IV. Experimental Results  

 

The 4*4 vedic multiplier and 2*2 reversible vedic multiplier is designed using GENESYS software tool and  the 

logical outputs were verified by using VHDL code XILINX simulation tool as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 

 

 
Fig 4: 4*4 simulation output 

 

 
Fig 5: 2*2 reversible simulation output 

 

Comparison is made between 4*4 vedic multiplier, Booth multiplier and Wallace multiplier to analyze the area, 

power consumption, delay and speed. Below table says that recent method is better than all other fast multipliers 

in terms of above said parameters. 

 

Table 1: Comparison of multipliers 

4 *4 Multiplier Area(Sq.m) Delay(ns) Speed(ns) 
Power 

consumption(nW) 

Vedic 0.21 12 23 0.89 

Booth 0.4 15 12 1.23 

Wallace 0.32 17 11 1.54 
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All the above said three multiplier are implemented in Spartan FPGA device to analyze the parameters as shown 

in Figure 6. 

 

 
 

Fig 6: Implementation in FPGA SPARTAN 3 device 

 

V. Conclusion  

 

The above discussed algorithm employing vedic multipliers are applied for any count of bits by reconstructing 

the values of bits. Fact- findings says that the above algorithm is efficient in providing high speed, reducing the 

area and utilization of power. So, we can say that our algorithm is applicable for high speed and low power DSP 

processors and in applications like cryptography. However, we should try to increase the speed of vedic multipliers 

some more in the future. 
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